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With the development of economic strength， The power system have also
made remarkable achievements.At present the size of state grid constantly expands .
The reliability of power supply is important for residents.So,how to ensure providing
economical secure, quality and reliable electric power in our country is one of the
important challenges in the future.Transformer room as an important element in the
power system, and shoulders the responsibility of the power transformer
tap,Traditional substation management mainly rely on manual inspection on electric
power meter and report regularly, its efficiency is inefficient, cannot adapt to the rapid
development of the scale of power supply and demand of residents. How to make use
of information technology and network transmission technology of substation
electrical equipment Running condition of remote real-time monitoring, improving
the level of substation management information, enhancing the quality of the
residential electricity management, which is the current electrical power system is
one of the departments and other sectors of the economical development
direction.This topic with variable power distribution automation monitor system is the
research object .The system can monitor the operation of the electricity network, and
then yon can use the system to achieve data, query data, and generate report,
print report, display graph, print graph. The main contents of the power automatic
monitoring system are as follows:
In this paper, a scheme integrating Ad Hoc network technology with
GPRS to achieve the remote distribution monitoring is proposed. Specifically,
the remote distribution monitoring system insists in the indoor power distribution
transformer parameter acquisition device, the Ad Hoc terminal node, the Ad Hoc
routing node, the Ad Hoc gateway node, GPRS module, monitor, computer and
management staff phone. This monitoring system has several advantages, such as
automatic networking, automatic routing, multi-level relay and other. And thus it
reduces the investment in hardware and communications costs.
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（1）分区工作、自动组网：一台性能优良的 GPRS 采集器和若干 Ad Hoc









GPRS（General Packet Radio Service） 即通用分组无线业务的简
称，它是从 GSM 网络的基础上发展起来的数据传输网络，为了支持数据传输，




幅度提升无线资源的使用效率，它一方面融合 GSM 与 IP 通信技术的精华，另
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